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Objectives: Due to the lack of an internationally accepted and adopted standard for coding health inter-
ventions, Austria has established its own country-specific procedure classification system – the Austrian
Procedure Catalogue (APC). Even though the APC is an elaborate coding standard for medical procedures,
it has shortcomings that limit its usability. In order to enhance usability and usefulness, especially for
research purposes and e-health applications, we developed an ontologized version of the APC. In this
paper we present a novel four-step approach for the ontology engineering process, which enables accu-
rate extraction of relevant concepts for medical ontologies from written text.
Methods: The proposed approach for formalizing the APC consists of the following four steps: (1) compar-
ative pre-analysis, (2) definition analysis, (3) typological analysis, and (4) ontology implementation. The
first step contained a comparison of the APC to other well-established or elaborate health intervention
coding systems in order to identify strengths and weaknesses of the APC. In the second step, a list of def-
initions of medical terminology used in the APC was obtained. This list of definitions was used as input for
Step 3, in which we identified the most important concepts to describe medical procedures using the
qualitative typological analysis approach. The definition analysis as well as the typological analysis are
well-known and effective methods used in social sciences, but not commonly employed in the computer
science or ontology engineering domain. Finally, this list of concepts was used in Step 4 to formalize the
APC.
Results: The pre-analysis highlighted the major shortcomings of the APC, such as the lack of formal def-
inition, leading to implicitly available, but not directly accessible information (hidden data), or the poor
procedural type classification. After performing the definition and subsequent typological analyses, we
were able to identify the following main characteristics of health interventions: (1) Procedural type,
(2) Anatomical site, (3) Medical device, (4) Pathology, (5) Access, (6) Body system, (7) Population, (8)
Aim, (9) Discipline, (10) Technique, and (11) Body Function. These main characteristics were taken as
input of classes for the formalization of the APC. We were also able to identify relevant relations between
classes.
Conclusions: The proposed four-step approach for formalizing the APC provides a novel, systematically
developed, strong framework to semantically enrich procedure classifications. Although this methodol-
ogy was designed to address the particularities of the APC, the included methods are based on generic
analysis tasks, and therefore can be re-used to provide a systematic representation of other procedure
catalogs or classification systems and hence contribute towards a universal alignment of such represen-
tations, if desired.
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1. Introduction

The payment system of Austrian hospitals underwent a para-
digm shift in 1997 [1]. Until then, hospitals had been reimbursed
according to a so-called per-diem payment system [1]. This pay-
ment, which depended on the length of hospital stays of their
patients, led to inefficient, long and expensive hospital stays [2].
To increase transparency and decrease the cost-explosion of health
care, Austria implemented a performance-oriented hospital financ-
ing system based on modified diagnosis-related groups (DRG) [3].
Nowadays, in 2015, this system is still used in Austria. It allows
for the billing of health services – including diagnoses as well as
health interventions – to be rendered in hospitals. Such a payment
model relies on accurate documentation and coding of diagnoses
and health interventions. Diagnoses coding has been performed
based on the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) [4] since
1989. While the ICD is an internationally accepted and commonly
used standard, such a standard does not exist for procedure coding
[5]. Therefore, Austria has developed its own country-specific clas-
sification system, which is called Austrian Procedure Catalogue
(APC; German: Österreichischer Leistungskatalog) [6]. The Aus-
trian Procedure Catalogue is the obligatory basis for procedure
coding within the framework of the Austrian performance-
oriented hospital financing system. In contrast to many mono-
axial classification systems in the healthcare domain (e.g. ICD-10
[4]), the Austrian Procedure Catalogue (APC) offers a multi-axial
architecture to classify health interventions [6]. APC codes are clas-
sified according to three independent axes: (1) Anatomical site, (2)
Procedural Type, and (3) Access. The anatomical site axis describes
the anatomical structure that is targeted by a specific medical pro-
cedure [6]. It is further subdivided into a general and a detailed
anatomical site. While the general site provides a more general
idea of the target region or body organ (e.g. ‘‘eye” [7]), the detailed
site names the specific part of an organ targeted (e.g. ‘‘ocular mus-
cles”). The procedural type explains the kind of medical procedures
[6] (e.g. ‘‘therapy”, ‘‘in vivo diagnostic investigation/in situ diag-
nostic investigation” [7]). The third axis provides information
about how the targeted anatomical region of a medical procedure
is accessed. For example, the medical procedure ‘‘suture of ocular
muscles” is classified according to the three axes as follows: (1a)
general anatomical site: ‘‘eye”, (1b) detailed anatomical site: ‘‘ocu-
lar muscles”, (2) procedural type: ‘‘therapy”, and (3) access: ‘‘open
access”.

Each medical procedure is represented by a so-called procedure
code. For example, the code ‘‘BJ010” represents the previously
mentioned medical procedure ‘‘suture of ocular muscles”. Addi-
tionally, a procedure has a procedure name and a textual descrip-
tion that provides more detailed information about the health
intervention itself [7]. The APC contains approximately 1,500 pro-
cedure codes and is described in German. The APC was developed
with the intention of it being used for billing and health policy
making only, but it is also often employed for research purposes
without paying any regard to the particularities of this field. Even
though the Austrian Procedure Catalogue is an elaborate coding
standard for procedure coding in general, it also has shortcomings
that limit its usability, especially in the case of e-health applica-
tions or research purposes. A known shortcoming of the APC is that
it offers a basic formal structure that allows a classification of
terms according to three independent axes but does not support
access to the full catalog in a machine-readable manner which is
a first step towards semantic interoperability. Formal definition
that allows the extraction of further information from the catalog
is listed by Cimino [8] as an important desideratum for controlled
vocabularies in the 21st century. Currently, the APC includes a list
of procedure codes and descriptions in textual language that
makes interoperability or the use for e-health applications difficult.
Since formal definition and semantically enriched representation
support semantic interoperability, it is a major requirement for
useful e-health applications to share machine-readable knowledge.
Ontologies provide a formal representation of concepts of a domain
as well as the relations among them [9] and are becoming more
and more important in terms of domain knowledge representation
and sharing. Biomedical ontologies address most of the desiderata
for controlled vocabularies [9], which makes ontologies a useful
and powerful solution for the representation of medical coding
schemes [10].

This lack of formal definition motivated our analysis and led us
to design an ontology in order to extend and improve the Austrian
Procedure Catalogue. The aim of this ontology is to explain and
model medical procedures performed in Austrian hospitals in more
detail than the APC does in its current state, and to offer a frame-
work for the Austrian hospital financing system, as well as to pro-
vide benefits for research and e-health applications. Based on
popular methodologies for guiding the ontology engineering pro-
cess [11] and considering the particular features of a procedure
catalog, we designed a four-step methodology which stresses a
combination of systematic analysis tasks for deriving the main
concepts of the ontology with the support of domain experts with-
out involving them in long time-consuming tasks. As the APC plays
an important role within the framework of the performance-
oriented hospital financing system, we had to take important fea-
tures of the existing system (e.g. procedure codes, axes codes, ini-
tial classes) into account.

This combination of analysis tasks enabled us to identify the
vocabularies and relations, which had to be included in the ontol-
ogy. We were able to abstract common characteristics of health
interventions from textual descriptions that are contained in the
APC. A domain expert’s opinion was taken into account as the pro-
posed analysis methods allowed us to receive feedback quickly and
effectively and thus facilitated their involvement at the validation
stage without excessive time demand. Hence, the aim of this paper
is to present the four-step methodological approach used for the
ontology engineering process that facilitates the identification of
main concepts inside a procedure catalog system, which was suc-
cessfully used to design an ontological model of the APC. These
analysis tasks allow an accurate and systematic extraction of the
required concepts and vocabularies and could also be applied to
develop other ontologies in the medical field.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the background and state of the art, Section 3 includes a
detailed description of the methods involved in the proposed
methodological approach. In Section 4, the outcomes of each
respective step are described. Section 5 discusses the obtained
results and finally, conclusions are presented in Section 6.
2. State of the art

The following section presents related work and the contribu-
tions of our work to the state of the art are clarified.
2.1. Ontologies and vocabularies for medical procedures

As of today, structured data about medical procedures is barely
comparable on an international level [5]. Many different classifica-
tion systems exist for health interventions like the German
Operationen- und Prozedurenschlüssel (OPS) [12], the American
Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) [13] or the French Classifi-
cation Commune des Actes Médicaux (CCAM) [14]. The APC is a
fairly small and simple catalog, mainly used for billing and health
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policy making, while the CPT is a complex catalog used for report-
ing to payors, developing medical review guidelines, medical
research as well as education. The CPT consists of approximately
10,000 different codes and is therefore more detailed and complex
than the APC. The German OPS is a large, mono-hierarchical classi-
fication of health care procedures with alphanumeric codes orga-
nized in six chapters [12]. It is used for procedure coding within
the framework of the German DRG system (G-DRG) as well as for
quality reports [12]. In contrast to Germany or the United States
of America, where a specific person – a medical coder – takes care
of the diagnoses and procedure coding, in Austria the medical per-
sonnel (usually physicians, sometimes nurses) conducts these
tasks. This is a strong argument for an easy and less complex clas-
sification system for Austria, as coding can be a demanding and
time consuming task. The French CCAM is a hierarchically struc-
tured procedure coding system, which served as a role-model for
the conversion of the mono-axial Austrian Procedure Catalogue
into its multi-axial successor in 2009. The CCAM as well as the Aus-
trian Procedure Catalogue lack of formal semantics grounded in
logic. Formal knowledge representation by means of ontologies
provides a powerful solution to support semantic interoperability
and knowledge sharing within the scope of e-health [15]. Besides
national initiatives, the World Health Organization (WHO) started
to develop the International Classification of Health Interventions
(ICHI) [16], which was intended to become an international stan-
dard for procedure coding. The first (trial version, 2002) version
of ICHI [17] was developed as a catalog of health interventions
and provided a shallow hierarchy. The classes were coded as
sequential numbers and they left no place for future extensions
[5]. This version of ICHI (ICHI 2002) was withdrawn for revision
by the WHO. A new alpha version is now available [18].

The power of formal definition is also underlined by a compre-
hensive multilingual terminology for electronic health records, the
Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms
(SNOMED CT) [19,20], a taxonomy of 311,000 concepts [21].
According to Schulz et al., SNOMED CT meets the needs for a global
standardized terminology [21]. Nevertheless, this powerful instru-
ment also contains several issues that are addressed in various dif-
ferent publications (e.g. [22–24]).

In recent years, many biomedical ontologies have been devel-
oped. An ontology is defined as a ‘‘formal, explicit specification of
a shared conceptualization” [25]. In other terms, ontologies repre-
sent classes of entities of the real world and focus on the principled
definition of concepts and relations between them [9]. They offer a
good solution to addressing the challenge of machine-readable
concepts in order to facilitate data sharing.

With a formalization of the Austrian Procedure Catalogue,
which does not yet exist, we are contributing to the current state
of the art. Furthermore, we provide a novel systematic and well-
structured methodology that enables an accurate extraction from
written text fragments of concepts relevant for medical ontologies.
With the four-step approach for medical ontology engineering as
well as with the formalized APC, we enable its re-usability and
facilitate its further integration in one possible standard.

2.2. Methodologies and tasks for the ontology engineering process

The Ontology engineering process refers to ‘‘the set of activities
that concern the ontology development process, life cycle and the
methodologies, tools and languages for building ontologies” [26].
Available literature within the context of the Semantic Web offers
a wide variety of methodologies for guiding the ontology engineer-
ing process [27]. Some of the most popular and well known
methodologies are the METHONTOLOGY [11], DILIGENT [28,29],
UPON [30] or the ‘‘Ontology Development 101” presented by Noy
and McGuinness [31]. These methodologies assist ontology literate
developers (usually in collaboration with different stakeholders
and domain experts) within the design of an ontology and, in gen-
eral, contain tasks for: (1) identifying the scope and purpose of the
ontology, (2) deriving required vocabularies and relations, (3) pro-
viding a conceptualization, formalization and implementation (4)
and conducting an evaluation whilst planning its maintenance.
As research in ontologies has been extended out of the Semantic
Web community to other domains, innovations in the available
methods considering the particular features of each application
scenario becomes essential. Particularly, research in biomedical
ontologies brings new challenges that demand deep involvement
of domain experts and strong validation tasks assuring its integra-
tion to the clinical setting and usability [32]. Aside from literature
reviews, these particular needs are usually covered by collabora-
tive tasks involving clinical personnel and engineers, e.g. inter-
views and/or innovative participatory tasks for knowledge co-
production [33,34]. New trends also propose to relay these tasks
to domain experts and other users (inside and outside of the med-
ical domain) through gamification and other crowdsourcing and
motivational approaches, not only for the ontology process itself,
but also to maintain quality Linked Data [35–37]. However, con-
ducting these tasks is time-consuming, and time is of high value,
particularly, in the medical domain. Hence, our innovative pro-
posal attempts to define methods for the knowledge acquisition
to be conducted by non-medical personnel who could provide rich
and accurate vocabularies and relations to be further validated in a
simple and quick manner by a medical domain expert. In particu-
lar, this includes a comparative analysis, definition analysis and
typological analysis: well-known and effectively-proven methods
used in social sciences (but not that commonly used in the domain
of computer science and in particular, ontology engineering tasks)
[38]. Innovations in our methodology refer to the analysis tasks
within the process of deriving vocabularies and relations. Hence,
domain experts have a principal role in the ontology process, while
little effort is required from them. However, future evaluation
tasks will be included in order to assess the final ontology version.
3. Material and methods

The aim of the Austrian Procedure Catalogue ontology is to
explain and model medical procedures performed in Austrian hos-
pitals in a more detailed manner than the APC does in order to
answer a set of questions used as competency questions for the
development of the ontology. These questions were identified
when analyzing the APC in detail and after defining the possible
applications of the APC ontology in the clinical setting. This
includes questions such as the following: ‘‘Which medical proce-
dures target a specific anatomical region?”, ‘‘Which medical proce-
dures target a specific body system?”, ‘‘What is the aim of a specific
medical procedure?”, or ‘‘Is a specific medical procedure related to
a specific population?” Once we had formulated the competency
questions to be answered by the help of the APC ontology, and
had defined its scope, we applied a set of analysis tasks to extract
the knowledge to be encoded in the ontology, derived the correct
vocabularies and provided it with a formalization of the conceptu-
alized catalog. In fact, the APC ontology contains static information
already available in the APC and extends it to additional character-
istics of health interventions. Fig. 1 presents a graphic overview on
the proposed four-step approach to systematically identify the
main concepts of the Austrian Procedural Catalogue ontology.

The first step, named comparative pre-analysis, consisted of an
analysis of strengths and weaknesses of the current version of the
Austrian Procedure Catalogue. One way to highlight such strengths
and weaknesses is to compare the APC with other well-established
or elaborate and comparable health intervention coding systems.



Fig. 1. Four-step approach for formalizing the Austrian Procedure Catalogue (APC).
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In the second step – a definition analysis –, a list of definitions of
medical terms used in the procedure classification was obtained.
The list of definitions resulting thereof was used as an input for
Step 3. Within Step 3, which consisted of a typological analysis,
the most important concepts, which describe medical procedures,
were identified. Therefore, the competency questions, which were
posed at the beginning, were also taken into account, since the
characteristics derived from this step had to answer these ques-
tions. Finally, this list of concepts was used in Step 4, which corre-
sponds with the ontology formalization step as such.

We were able to perform the analysis tasks of Step 1 to Step 3
without deep medical knowledge and background, but basic
understanding of the medical domain as well as information mod-
eling is needed. A medical domain expert was involved in the val-
idation of our results. The validation was performed at two
different stages of the analysis: (1) end of Step 1 and (2) end of Step
3 (validation of Step 2 and Step 3).

3.1. Comparative pre-analysis (Step 1)

During Step 1, we performed a comparative pre-analysis in
order to identify strengths and weaknesses of the current Austrian
Procedure Catalogue (APC). Particularly, we performed mappings
of procedures of the APC to: (1) the French Classification Commune
des Actes Médicaux (CCAM) and (2) to the International Classifica-
tion of Health Interventions 2002 (ICHI 2002). A strength was
defined as an APC attribute of particular worth that gives advan-
tage over CCAM or ICHI 2002 (e.g. multi-axial architecture) and
might be relevant for the ontology and therefore should be taken
into account during the ontology development process. A weak-
ness was defined an attribute of the APC that should be either
revised or replaced following the example set by CCAM or ICHI
2002 during the ontology implementation process (e.g. poor
classification).

We compared the APC architecture with special regard to the
underlying coding system, hierarchy, content and granularity with
the CCAM and the ICHI 2002. We followed the mapping approach
described by Hanser et al. [5] and mapped APC procedures to
classes of CCAM and ICHI 2002. First, we analyzed the code
description of the APC procedures in order to conceive its meaning.
For the APC-to-CCAM mapping, we then assigned each single pro-
cedure of the APC to one class of each axis of the CCAM: (1)
Anatomical site, (2) Action, (3) Access. For example, the APC proce-
dure ‘‘Reconstruction of the aortic valve” was mapped to the
following CCAM classes: (1) Anatomical site = DB (Cardiac valve,
endocardium), (2) Action = M (Repair, which includes ‘‘reconstruc-
tion” according to the CCAM coding system), (3) Access = A (Open
access). ICHI 2002 offers a different architecture than the CCAM
and arranges the health interventions according to a shallow hier-
archy that includes the body system (chapter), the anatomical site
(Section) and the procedural type (Subsection) [5]. Nevertheless,
we tried to assign each procedure of the APC to an anatomical
site as well as to one of the eleven listed procedure types of the
ICHI 2002. For example, our APC procedure ‘‘Reconstruction of
the aortic valve” was mapped to the following ICHI 2002 classes:
(1) Anatomical site = Heart – aortic valve (which belongs to the
chapter Cardiovascular system), (2) Procedure type = Reconstruc-
tion. For the mapping processes, we limited ourselves to
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1:1-mappings. This means that we assigned only one Anatomical
site, Action/Procedure type (or Access mode) of CCAM or ICHI
2002 for each medical procedure from the APC. Besides full 1:1-
mappings, also partial 1:1-mappings were carried out, which
means that it was not possible for a specific APC description to
identify related classes within all three axes of the CCAM or within
the Anatomical site as well as the Procedure type of ICHI 2002. For
example, the APC procedure ‘‘Other procedure – endocrine glands”
could not be mapped to exactly one anatomical site class of ICHI
2002, as ICHI 2002 offers more detailed classes and therefore, more
than one corresponds to endocrine glands. This means that no 1:1-
mapping for the anatomical site was possible. Nevertheless, we
were able to identify a corresponding procedural type in ICHI
2002 that corresponds to ‘‘other procedures”. So, in summary,
not a complete 1:1-mapping (in terms of assigning an ICHI 2002
anatomical site as well as procedural type to a specific APC proce-
dure) was possible, but a partial 1:1-mapping was successfully car-
ried out. This limitation to strict 1:1-mappings helped us to
identify differences in the granularity of the classification systems,
if such a mapping could not be carried out. Performing 1:n, m:1 or
even m:n-mappings would not have added additional information
for our purposes. As Hanser et al. also performed 1:1 mappings of
ICHI 2002 to CCAM, our results allowed for cross-comparison of the
results.

All the mappings were performed manually in German lan-
guage (as the APC procedures are described in German) by a
knowledge engineer with background in medical informatics.
One medical expert was involved for the validation of our results
of Step 1. To conduct this task, we first provided basic information
and explanation to the medical domain expert in order to make the
mapping process understandable. Then, two Excel sheets (one for
CCAM, one for ICHI 2002) containing all the mappings were given
to the physician. These tables included a total of approximately
6250 mappings (mappings of one code to up to three/two axes of
CCAM/ICHI 2002 are counted separately). This table consisted of
the following columns: (1) APC code of each procedure, (2) the
name of the medical procedure, (3) the mappings to the anatomical
site classes of CCAM/ICHI 2002, (4) the mappings to the procedure
type classes of CCAM/ICHI 2002 and (5) the mappings to the access
classes of CCAM. Along with these Excel sheets, we provided a list
of all anatomical site, procedural type and access classes (only for
CCAM), that were offered by CCAM and ICHI 2002, to the physician.
Fig. 2. Tasks to perform a
Thereafter, the physician assessed the correctness of the mappings
performed by the author. The correctness of the mappings was
decided based on the knowledge of the physician. For mappings
classified as wrong, she was requested to indicate the appropriate
one. The results of the validation process were discussed thereafter
with the medical expert.

3.2. Definition analysis (Step 2)

For the definition analysis (Step 2), we concentrated on proce-
dures referring to the ‘‘heart, large vessels and cardiovascular sys-
tem”. It was not our purpose to cover all procedures in detail
(which would lead to the analysis of more than 1,500 procedures),
but to come up with a methodology to systematically identify the
main concepts of a medical procedure ontology. Therefore, we
focused on a complex body structure with many different proce-
dures, representative enough to conceptualize the APC in a generic
manner. The definition analysis itself consisted of five different
tasks as depicted in Fig. 2. These tasks needed to be performed
for each medical procedure separately: (1) analysis of the code
description, (2) extraction of search strings from the code descrip-
tion, (3) searching for strings in a clinical dictionary, (4) searching
for search strings on the Internet and (5) document definitions as
well as additional information.

The first task consisted of reading and analyzing the code
description in order to provide an overview on the medical proce-
dure itself and to conceive its meaning. This understanding was
needed to perform the second task, in which the text of the code
description of the medical procedure was split up into several dif-
ferent search strings. For example, the medical procedure ‘‘Recon-
struction of the aortic valve” was split up into the search strings
‘‘reconstruction” and ‘‘aortic valve”. We did not further subdivide
it into ‘‘aortic” and ‘‘valve”, as aortic valve was understood as a
coherent medical term. The list of search strings was used as an
input for Task 3 and Task 4. In Task 3, the search strings derived
in the previous task were looked up in the Pschyrembel Clinical
Dictionary (digital version) [39] in order to identify their defini-
tions. For example, ‘‘reconstruction” is defined as the ‘‘recondition-
ing, regeneration (of the initial state)”, while ‘‘resection” is defined
as the ‘‘surgical removal of a sick part of an organ”. If Task 3 could
not be performed successfully, the definitions of the search strings
were searched on the Internet using valid sources. As soon as an
definition analysis.
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appropriate definition was discovered (either in the clinical dic-
tionary or on the Internet), the definition as well as additional
information (e.g. synonyms, abbreviations, Latin terms, English/
German terms) were documented (Task 5). The additional informa-
tion served to cover the medical terminology on a broader basis
than it is covered by the APC in itself. The list of definitions was
used as input to perform the typological analysis (Step 3).

3.3. Typological analysis (Step 3)

The aim of the third step, the typological analysis, was to derive
main characteristics of health interventions from the list of defini-
tions created during Step 2. This step consisted of two tasks: (1)
identification or construction of main characteristics of health
interventions and (2) description of these main characteristics.
The first task is an iterative process. For this purpose, the list of def-
initions was systematically analyzed using a content analysis
method, where we tried to abstract the definitions step-wise and
iteratively created more general types. They represent the main
characteristics of health interventions and therefore the main con-
cepts of the proposed ontology. For example, the abstraction of the
‘‘aortic valve” shows that it could be abstracted to the more general
type ‘‘cardiac valve site” based on its definition (see Fig. 3). There-
fore, we were able to say that the aortic valve, which is the most
detailed representation of an anatomical site, is a cardiac valve
site. This means, these two concepts are related by a so-called
is-a (isA) relationship. Is-a relationships were represented by a
Fig. 3. Abstraction of aortic valve to cardio

Fig. 4. Example of the definition and
class-subclass relationship in the ontology. The different cardiac
valves were subsumed under ‘‘cardiac valve site” and abstracted
to ‘‘heart site”. The heart is part of to the ‘‘cardiovascular system”
(isPartOf).

Fig. 4 shows another example of the definition and typological
analysis process with regard to the procedural type for three differ-
ent medical procedures: (‘‘Endomyocardial biopsy”, ‘‘correction of
a congenital heart defect with life-support machine”, ‘‘reconstruc-
tion of the aortic valve”). The abstraction from the definition to the
characteristic (Procedural type) needed four abstraction levels
(LVs). In order to guarantee a structured and guided approach,
we were looking for best-practice examples for performing this
abstraction. As the CCAM provides a mature system to classify such
medical procedures, we decided to use this. Therefore, in Level 1
(LV 1), we were able to abstract our definitions to specific actions
according to CCAM. In Level 2 (LV 2), we further abstracted them
according to the action groups of CCAM. While ‘‘Biopsy” was
abstracted to ‘‘Take”, ‘‘Correction” as well as ‘‘Reconstruction”
was abstracted to ‘‘Repair”. Repair procedures belong to ‘‘Therapy”
procedures according to the APC, while ‘‘Take” is an ‘‘In-vivo diag-
nostics” procedure. All these procedures describe specific types of
medical procedures and are therefore abstracted to the character-
istic ‘‘Procedural Type”.

By performing the typological analysis following a definition
analysis, we were also able to extract important relationships of
the proposed ontology. For instance, we were able to find out that
a medical procedure may include the implantation of a stent,
vascular system (including relations).

typological analysis approach.
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which indicates a relationship of medical procedure to a specific
medical device.

One medical expert, who was the same person as the one that
was used for the validation of Step 1, was involved in the validation
of our results of Step 2 and 3, which was performed at the end of
Step 3. To conduct this task, we first provided basic information
and explanation to the medical domain expert in order to make
the definition and typological analysis understandable. Then, we
gave an Excel list to the physician, which contained the following
information: (1) procedure code, (2) the procedure description,
(3) the search stings that were extracted from the procedure
description, (4) a definition per search string, (5) additional infor-
mation per search string (synonyms, abbreviations, English terms,
etc.) and (6) the abstracted characteristics resulting from the typo-
logical analysis. The list contained a total of 501 German defini-
tions. In the first instance, we asked the medical domain expert
to validate the definitions that were derived by a knowledge engi-
neer during Step 2. Therefore, she checked every single definition
for every search string we have identified and documented. Based
on her knowledge and medical experience as a general practi-
tioner, she indicated the definition as ‘‘correct” or ‘‘incorrect”. If
definitions were marked as incorrect, we asked her to provide a
correct definition based on available literature. The results of the
first validation step were discussed thereafter by the medical
expert and the author, in order to guarantee that no inaccuracies
in terms of understanding the natural language occur. In a second
step, the validity of the identification of the characteristics of
health interventions was assessed by discussing the (stepwise)
abstraction of the information gained from the definitions to more
general types by performing a content analysis. It was necessary to
assess whether our abstractions were plausible or not. In case an
abstraction was inaccurate according to the physician’s knowledge
and in case that the physician was able to come up with a better
generalization, this was documented and justified in the Excel list.

3.4. Ontology formalization (Step 4)

The main characteristics of medical procedures derived in Step
3 were used for the ontology formalization itself. These character-
istics represent the main concepts of the ontology. Once we had
derived all the vocabularies, we used them to provide a conceptu-
alization that answered our competency questions:

For the development of the ontology, we chose the OWL 2 Web
Ontology language (informally OWL 2) [40]. Extending RDF [41]
and RDF Schema [42], OWL 2 is one of the most popular languages
for developing ontologies. It is an extension of RDF and RDF
Schema that offers many powerful vocabularies to provide higher
levels of expressiveness to the ontologies. Given the demands in
terms of restrictions (e.g. qualified cardinality restrictions), this
language was selected to develop APC. Particularly, the Protégé
[43] software was used for the formalization of the ontology.
4. Results

The following section describes the main results of each step of
our proposed four-step approach. Results from each step were
used as input for the subsequent steps.

4.1. Comparative analysis (Step 1)

4.1.1. Mapping (CCAM)
After a comparative analysis with the CCAM, we found out that

the APC and the French CCAM are comparable regarding (1) their
architecture, (2) the number and content of the majority of classes
[44]. Nevertheless, important disadvantages of the ACP compared
to the CCAM were determined and are thus aspects that need to
be taken into account for the ontologized version of the APC. The
procedural type axis of the APC and the Action axis of the CCAM
are significantly different in number, content and granularity.
While the APC offers only 5, the CCAM provides 41 different
classes. This is supposed to be the major disadvantage of the APC
compared to the CCAM. Therefore, either a revision of the APC pro-
cedural type axis or the introduction of additional classes or fur-
ther sub-division of the APC axis into the CCAM axis structure is
suggested. For the implementation of the APC ontology, we
decided to introduce additional levels of detail for the procedural
type according to the CCAM subdivision.

For the APC as well as for the CCAM, the combinations of the
axis codes build multi-axial triples. Several different procedures
can be assigned to one multi-axial triple. For example the APC pro-
cedure ‘‘suture of ocular muscles” is described by the following
axes: (1) general anatomical site: eye (axis code: B); detailed
anatomical site: ocular muscles (axis code BJ), (2) procedural type:
therapy (axis code: T), (3) access: open access (axis code: A). The
combination of these axis codes is ‘‘BJTA”. Several other medical
procedures can be assigned to the same combination of axis codes.
The difference between the APC and the CCAM regarding the basic
coding system is the design of the procedure code itself. While the
CCAM procedure codes are built by the whole multi-axial triple fol-
lowed by a three digit number (7-digit code), only the Anatomical
site axis is reflected in the procedure code (5-digit code) within the
APC. For the example of the ‘‘suture of ocular muscles” the proce-
dure code is BJ010. The Procedural type and Access codes are
dropped within the APC procedure codes. Therefore the APC codes
neither reflect the multi-axial triple nor the multi-axial architec-
ture anymore. For example, the medical procedure ‘‘Reconstruction
of the aortic valve” is represented by the procedure code ‘‘DB030”,
which only reflects the general and detailed anatomical site axes of
the APC (D = Heart and large vessels, cardiovascular system;
DB = Cardiac Valves, endocardium). The axes codes of the procedu-
ral type of this medical procedure (T = Therapy) and the access
(A = Open access) cannot be assessed by the procedure code itself.

Both classification systems lack a formal definition as required
by Ciminio [8]. We also found out that the lack of formal definition,
which was a known shortcoming of the APC, lead to a further issue,
which concerns the quantity of information that is not accessible
by the multi-axial architecture of the APC but implicitly available
in textual code descriptions [45]. For instance, while the APC
allows to search for medical procedures related to the heart very
easily by filtering for the heart-related classes via the anatomical
site axis, procedures using a life-support machine have to be
searched manually or by using a full-text search on the code
descriptions [7].

4.1.2. Mapping (ICHI 2002)
The advantages of the APC over the International Classification

of Health Interventions (ICHI 2002) can be found in the multi-axial
architecture and the characteristics of the basic coding system.
While the APC offers a multi-axial architecture, ICHI 2002 is a clas-
sic list of health interventions. Therefore, the APC has an advantage
over ICHI 2002 when it comes to extending the content. The APC
can be extended easily with additional medical procedures without
any effect on the architecture and coding system. ICHI 2002 classes
are numbered consecutively and therefore an extension of the con-
tent would lead to inconsistencies in the architecture.

Even though ICHI 2002 does not provide a multi-axial architec-
ture, it sorts its codes according to: (1) an organ system, (2) an
anatomical site and (3) a procedural type. As this structure is not
reflected in the procedure codes, ICHI 2002 cannot benefit from
this classification. A major shortcoming of the Austrian Procedure
Catalogue is the procedural type axis. When comparing the APC
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procedural type axis with the procedural type structure of ICHI
2002, it is shown that the subdivision provided by ICHI 2002 is
far more mature than the one provided by the APC [46]. For exam-
ple, while ICHI 2002 sorts its codes according to procedure types
such as Examination, Incision, Destruction, Excision, Reduction,
Repair, or Reconstruction, the APC only provides procedure type
classes such as Medical Treatment, Therapy, Special organization
effort, or in vitro examination. These classes are even overlapping.
For example, a medical treatment is a specific kind of therapy and
therefore rather a subclass than an independent, distinct class.

The major disadvantage of the APC compared to the Interna-
tional Classification of Health Interventions (ICHI 2002) is the
immature procedural type axis.

Regarding the anatomical sites, both procedure catalogs use
combinations (e.g. ‘‘Pelvis, Hip” or ‘‘Neck and Thorax” in ICHI
2002, ‘‘Head and Neck” in the APC). This leads to (1) problems in
terms of varying granularities (2) limited comparability with other
medical procedure classification systems, (3) limited support for
proper statistical analysis [5] of the performed health intervention.
The ICHI 2002 also lacks formal definition.
4.1.3. Physician validation (Step 1)
After performing the mappings (APC to CCAM and APC to ICHI

2002) by a non-medical expert, we provided a total of 6250 map-
pings (84% of full mappings, 16% of partial mappings) to a medical
expert who validated or corrected our results. The validation took
the physician two working days, while the mapping process itself
required several weeks. The majority of mappings were indicated
as correct (93%) and only 460 mappings (7%) were incorrect. Many
of the incorrect mappings were caused by reproduction errors
(approx. 300 of the mappings). For example: If we were not able
to correctly map a procedure targeting the jaw joint once, it is very
likely that other procedures targeting the jaw joint will be mapped
incorrectly as well. Nevertheless, a percentage of wrong mappings
under 10% can be considered as acceptable, especially when taking
into account the fact that this approach vastly decreased the work
load for the physician.
Table 1
Abstracted main characteristics of health interventions (typological analysis results).

Type Description

Procedural type The procedural type describes the kind of action that was p
For example, it allows classifying, whether some device wa
structure was repaired or not (e.g. suture of ocular muscle
(The procedural type was iteratively abstracted and therefo
subclass-structure)

Anatomical site An Anatomical site is the anatomical target region that is t
(The anatomical site was iteratively abstracted and therefo
subclass-structure)

Device A medical device describes an instrument, apparatus or ma
during a medical procedure

Pathology Pathology describes the disease that makes a specific medi

Access Access describes how an affected Anatomical site (target re
medical procedure

Body System A body system is a group of Anatomical sites (usually orga

Population Population is a specific subgroup of the populace that is ta
hysterectomy usually concerns women)

Aim The Aim of a medical procedure describes its desired outco
performed

Discipline The discipline describes the medical field within which a m

Technique Technique indicates that a specific medical procedure is pe
named after its inventor

Body Function The body function describes a process that takes place in th
4.2. Definition analysis (Step 2)

For the definition analysis, 121 procedures of the Austrian Pro-
cedure Catalogue relating to the heart, large vessels and the cardio-
vascular system were identified. Out of the short text and the code
descriptions, we were able to extract 501 search strings. For exam-
ple, the ‘‘Reconstruction of the tricuspid valve” (Code DB050) was
split up into the search strings ‘‘tricuspid valve” and ‘‘reconstruc-
tion”. For these two search strings as well as for all other search
strings, the definitions were documented including additional
terms.

For example: Search string: ventricle (Germ. Ventrikel)
Definition: small gaster; chamber
English term(s): gaster; ventriculus; ventricle
Synonym: Ventrikulus
Abbreviation: (none)

In 73% (n = 336) of all cases, we were able to identify the definitions
of search strings in the clinical dictionary. For approximately one
quarter of the search strings, we used Internet sources (Internet
based clinical dictionaries) in order to identify their definitions.

Along with the definitions, we were able to identify English
terms, synonyms as well as abbreviations. In 80% (n = 403) of all
cases, for the German search strings, the English translation was
documented in order to provide a broader scope of medical termi-
nology. For one third of the search strings, alternative terms (syn-
onyms) were identified. Abbreviations were provided by the
dictionaries or found on the Internet in 15% of all cases (n = 74).
English terms, synonyms and abbreviations were also used for
the formalization of the ontology.

4.3. Typological analysis (Step 3)

Using the list of definitions derived from the definition analysis,
we were able to create the types in Table 1, which represent the
Example

erformed by a particular medical procedure.
s implanted or not or whether an anatomical
s)

Implant repair remove

re offers different levels of granularity;

argeted by a medical procedure Heart
re offers different levels of granularity;

chine that was used, implanted or removed Life-support machine stent

cal procedure necessary Sarcoma

gion) was approached during a specific Open transdermal

ns) that are working together Cardiovascular system

rgeted by a certain medical procedure (e.g. a Children, women, men

me and the goal, why a specific procedure is Cardiac resynchronization

edical procedure is usually performed Cardiology

rformed by a certain approach that is often Ross procedure

e body and is affected by a medical procedure Sleep
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main characteristics of health interventions and thus the higher
abstract concepts.

As a result of the typological analysis, we were able to abstract
more than 90% of all definitions to abstract characteristics of health
interventions. For only 8% of all definitions, no adequate type was
identified (e.g. intracavitary, intracranial).

The first three characteristics listed in Table 1 (Procedural Type,
Anatomical Site, Medical Device) were abstracted from subtypes in
an iterative process. This abstraction procedure helped to define
the taxonomy of the ontology. For example, the search string ‘‘tri-
cuspid valve” was abstracted to the more general site ‘‘cardiac
valve”. The cardiac valve was then abstracted in a further iteration
to the type ‘‘heart site”, which again belongs to the type ‘‘anatom-
ical site”. Using this approach, we were able to identify character-
istics (types) as well as sub-types. The original value sets of the
APC’s three axes (anatomical site, procedure type, access) including
the codes and additional information needed to be restored in
order to meet the requirements of the performance-oriented hos-
pital financing system. For further subdivisions and for extending
the original value sets of the APC, several standardized vocabular-
ies were used. For the further subdivision of the procedural type
axes, we used CCAM. For example, the procedural subtypes ‘‘cor-
rection” and ‘‘reconstruction” were summarized to ‘‘repair” proce-
dures according to the CCAM classification. In the following
abstraction iteration, ‘‘repair” procedures were abstracted to the
general type ‘‘Procedural Type”. The ‘‘Anatomical Site” is further
subdivided in more detailed sited according to MeSH (Medical Sub-
ject Headings) [47]. For the medical devices, we used the classifica-
tion scheme of the Austrian Registry for Medical Devices [48],
which offers the classes (1) active implantable products, (2) anes-
thesia and respiratory devices, (3) dental devices, (4) electro-
medical and electro-mechanical devices, (5) hospital inventory,
(6) non-active implantable products, (7) ophthalmic and optic
Fig. 5. Main concepts and object p
devices, (8) re-usable products, (9) single-use products, (10) tech-
nical support for handicapped people, (11) X-ray or other imaging
products, (12) products for complementary medicine, (12) prod-
ucts of biological origin and (14) technical assistance devices. The
Access axis’ value set as well as the additional information (avail-
able in the APC) value sets (chargeable unit, side) are restored from
the original APC. MeSH is also used for the value sets of the new
classes such as pathology and aim.

4.3.1. Physician’s validation (Step 2 and 3)
After a non-medical expert performed the definition and typo-

logical analysis, we provided a total of 501 definitions to a medical
expert who validated or corrected our results. The validation took
the physician four hours, while the analysis process itself required
several weeks. All definitions were indicated as correct by the
physician. Nevertheless, the physician was able to provide nine
additional synonyms, which were not identified during the initial
analysis.

4.4. Ontology formalization (Step 4)

The characteristics of health interventions as well as the static
information from the Austrian Procedure Catalogue are the main
concepts of the Austrian Procedure Catalogue ontology (see
Fig. 5). The concepts representing static information from the
APC itself that has to be preserved within the APC ontology are
highlighted with dotted lines and gray background color in Fig. 5.
This content is extended with the additional characteristics from
the typological analysis. The core of the ontology is the Medical
procedure concept, which is directly related to most of the other
concepts. It represents the Medical procedure itself according to
the APC. An example of a medical procedure is ‘‘Reconstruction
of the aortic valve”.
roperties of the APC ontology.
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Further main concepts of the APC ontology directly related to
the Medical Procedure concept are listed and explained in more
detail in the following: (1) Access, (2) Aim, (3) Anatomical Site,
(4) Chargeable Unit, (5) Complexity, (6) Body Function, (7) Body
System, (8) Device, (9) Discipline, (10) Pathology, (11) Population,
(12) Procedure Type, (13) Side and (14) Technique.

The Access class contains types of access related to a specific
medical procedure. It explains how the target region of the medical
procedure was reached. Access is static information already avail-
able in the APC. An example for concept Access is ‘‘open access”,
which describes that it was necessary to open the patient’s body
in order to accomplish a specific health intervention. ‘‘Transdermal
access”, for example, shows that the target region of a medical pro-
cedure was reached through the skin.

The Aim class describes and models the aim, which underlies a
specific procedure. It provides response to the question what the
best possible outcome of a medical procedure is. An example for
class Aim would be ‘‘cardiac resynchronization”. It describes that
a specific heart-related procedure was performed in order to resyn-
chronize the cardiac rhythm.

The AnatomicalSite class models a generic summary of anatomic
regions of the human body. This class has a hierarchy of subclasses
in order to provide more detailed information on the anatomical
site of a medical procedure. While the two most generic subclass
levels represent the classes of the Anatomical site axes (general
and detailed) of the APC (static information), further subclasses
are introduced to provide more detailed information.

The ChargeableUnit class provides information for the coding of
health interventions and explains how often a medical procedure
can be coded (e.g. per session, per side, per stay). The Charge-
ableUnit class offers static information available from the APC.

The Complexity class offers additional information on the com-
plexity of a medical procedure (e.g. partial, total).

The Body function class models functions of the human body.
Body function is static information available in the APC. An exam-
ple for a human body function is ‘‘sleep”. In the original Austrian
Procedure Catalogue, body functions are often treated like anatom-
ical sites.

The Body system class describes the system of a human body
that is affected by a specific medical procedure. The body system
contains static information from the Austrian Procedure Catalogue.
An example for a Body system is ‘‘cardiovascular system”.

The Device class models the medical devices used while per-
forming a specific medical procedure. It offers a subclass structure
according to the classes of medical devices of the Austrian Registry
of Medical Devices [48]. An example for a medical device is a ‘‘pace
maker”, which is an ‘‘active implantable device”.

If a medical procedure is related to a certain medical discipline,
it is modeled in the class Discipline. An example for a discipline
would be ‘‘cardiology” or ‘‘pediatrics”.

The Pathology class gathers instances of diseases or malfunc-
tions for which a medical procedure is necessary. For example,
the Resection of an intracavitary sarcoma instance has been linked
to the instance sarcoma of type Pathology. This class can be used as
some sort of connection points, if the ontology needs to be
extended with diseases or mapped to a disease or diagnosis coding
system or ontology (e.g. the International Classification of Diseases
– ICD).

If specific populations are affected by a medical procedure, it is
modeled in the class Population. Some health interventions are
related to a certain group of people. An example for a population
would be ‘‘children”, ‘‘elderly”, ‘‘female”, or ‘‘male”.

The ProcedureType class models the type of procedure that was
used to perform a specific medical procedure in several different
levels of detail. The most generic level represents the classes of
procedural type according to the APC (static information). These
classes were further subdivided into subclasses following the tax-
onomy of the CCAM Actions (see Fig. 4).

The Side class describes if a medical procedure targets a specific
side of the AnatomicalSite. For example, some lung-related proce-
dures may differ in the affected side of a patient (left, right), since
the lung has two parts.

The Technique class models the exact approach of a medical pro-
cedure. They are often named after their inventor. An example for
the class Technique is the ‘‘Ross procedure”. This procedure is also
often referred to as a ‘‘pulmonary autograft”. It describes a cardiac
surgery where a malfunctioning aortic valve is replaced with the
patient’s own pulmonary valve. The pulmonary valve, on the other
hand, is replaced by an allograft. The procedure is named after
Donald Ross, who was the first to perform this procedure.

Apart from the static information from the original APC mod-
eled as classes and highlighted in Fig. 5, there is other important
original information that needs to be restored within the APC
ontology for financial and administrative reporting, e.g. the codes
of the medical procedures but also the original axis codes for
Anatomical sites (general and detailed), Procedure type and Access
have to be preserved. For the ontology formalization process, we
solved this by including the code associated with each medical
procedure as well as the axes codes using data properties. Further
data properties are e.g. synonyms, abbreviations, English terms and
annotations for coding instruction.

The relations (object properties) between the concepts of the
ontology as illustrated in Fig. 4 are described in more detail in
Table 2.
5. Discussion and outlook

This study describes a four-step approach to identifying main
concepts of an ontology that models main concepts of medical pro-
cedures performed in Austrian hospitals in a systematic manner.
We were able to extract implicit information contained in the
APC and make it explicit. It allowed us to perform the analysis
without the direct involvement of the physicians until we reached
the validation steps. It should be pointed out that, although no
strong background in medicine is required to conduct these tasks,
some medical background/medical informatics background (such
as in our case) is desirable in order to accomplish the steps in a pre-
cise and structured manner. For more complex classification sys-
tem, the proposed approach could benefit from the inclusion of a
medical professional in the team that is performed the analyses
and modeling tasks. The first step – the comparative pre-analysis
– gave an idea of the strengths and weaknesses of the Austrian Pro-
cedure Catalogue, but also provided best-practice examples
regarding the weaknesses that might be useful to be taken into
consideration in the APC ontology. The mappings also provided a
quantification of the content and the granularity of the APC com-
pared to CCAM and ICHI 2002. Its success depends on the classifi-
cation systems that are chosen for comparison. We decided to use
the French Classification Commune des Actes Médicaux, which
served as a role-model for the transformation of the APC from a
mono-axial to a multi-axial classification system. As the compar-
ison (in terms of mappings) was part of the APC ontology develop-
ment process which enabled us to identify strengths and
weaknesses of the APC, we aimed at a comparison of classification
systems with different architectures. Therefore, the initial version
of ICHI (ICHI 2002) was selected for comparison with the APC
because, in contradiction to the APC, the ICHI 2002 provided a shal-
low hierarchy, while the APC offered a three-axes approach. By
choosing the ICHI 2002, we wanted to find out how the APC per-
forms compared to a classification system with a simpler architec-
ture. Thanks to this analysis, we were able to identify advantages



Table 2
Object properties of the Austrian Procedure Catalogue ontology.

Name Domain Range Description and Cardinalities

hasAnatomicalSite MedicalProcedure AnatomicalSite An instance of Medical Procedure is related to exactly one instance of Anatomical Site
hasProcedureType MedicalProcedure ProcedureType An instance of Medical Procedure is related to exactly one instance of Procedure Type
isAssociatedTo MedicalProcedure BodySystem An instance of Medical Procedure is related to exactly one instance of Body System
hasAccess MedicalProcedure Access An instance of Medical Procedure is related to exactly one instance of Access
isConditionedTo MedicalProcedure ChargeableUnit An instance of Medical Procedure is related to exactly one instance of Chargeable Unit
hasDiscipline MedicalProcedure Discipline An instance of Medical Procedure is related to none, one or more instances of Discipline
isNecessaryFor MedicalProcedure Pathology An instance of Medical Procedure is related to none, one or more instances of Pathology
hasTechnique MedicalProcedure Technique An instance of Medical Procedure is related to none, one or more instances of Technique
hasAim MedicalProcedure Aim An instance of Medical Procedure is related to none, one or more instances of Aim
usesDevice MedicalProcedure Device An instance of Medical Procedure is related to none, one or more instances of Device
hasBodyFunction MedicalProcedure BodyFunction An instance of Medical Procedure is related to none, one or more instances of Body function
enablesAccess Device Access An instance of Device is related to none, one or more instances of Access
isRelatedTo Pathology or Population Discipline An instance of Pathology or Population is related to none, one or more instances of Discipline
isPartOf AnatomicalSite BodySystem An instance of Anatomical Site is related to exactly one instance of Body system
isTriggeredBy BodyFunction BodySystem An instance of Body Function is related to none, one or more instances of Body System
hasComplexity ProcedureType Complexity An instance of Procedure Type is related to none or one instances of Complexity
hasSide Anatomical Site Side An instance of Anatomical Site is related to none or one instances of Side
hasTargetPopulation MedicalProcedure Population An instance of Medical Procedure is related to none, one or more instances of Population
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of the ICHI 2002 that helped us to determine suggestions for
improvement of the APC ontology. Note that the ICHI Alpha [18]
was not available when the initial comparison was conducted.
No doubt that this could be a good option for the comparison for
future improvements of the APC ontology. The first step requires
a precise and highly structured way of working. Therefore, the out-
come quality of the first step of the 4-step approach presented by
us relies on several different factors: (1) the selection of appropri-
ate classification systems for comparison in terms of quality and
comparability and (2) the precision of how the systematic map-
pings are carried out. The second step, the definition analysis, pro-
vided a basic understanding of the procedures contained in the
APC. An important prerequisite of this step is a textual description
of the health interventions. The second step enabled us to identify
information that was hidden in the code descriptions and not
explicitly represented by one of the APC axes. It also provided addi-
tional information (e.g. synonyms, English and Latin terms, abbre-
viations), which helped to enrich the ontology with further
information and to cover more terms of the medical terminology
used by physicians. The success of the second step depends on
the following aspects: (1) an accurate search string extraction,
(2) the quality of the used vocabularies and therefore the identifi-
cation of high quality definitions and (3) the validation of the def-
initions by a medical professional. To extract adequate search
strings as well as to identify high quality definitions, we relied
on clinical dictionaries. If we needed to search the Internet, we
looked for trustworthy sources (online dictionaries) instead of
relying on internet sources of unknown authorship. The definitions
needed to be validated by a physician in order to guarantee their
correctness. The third step, named typological analysis, allowed
us to identify the main concepts in order to formalize the Austrian
Procedure Catalogue. Therefore, a content analysis was performed
on the list of definitions derived in the prior step. The success and
the quality of the outcome of the third step rely on the following
requirements: (1) this approach needs a strong focus on a system-
atic practice. Therefore, experience with qualitative content analy-
sis methods is required and (2) accurate validation by a medical
expert, guidance for the construction of the main characteristics
as well as discussion of controversial results is needed. If per-
formed accurately and based on a systematic practice, the third
step results in a description of the taxonomy needed for the APC
ontology. Thanks to the typological analysis, the fourth step
resulted in a formalized Austrian Procedure Catalogue ontology
containing all the main concepts identified. The proposed four-
step approach can be re-used to develop and formalize other
medical procedure coding classifications. The usage for other types
of ontologies needs to be further analyzed.

The first step, a comparative analysis with other procedure clas-
sification systems, showed the Austrian Procedure Catalogue as an
elaborate coding scheme. Nevertheless, various shortcomings were
identified either. The main weakness of the APC that motivated this
analysis is the lack of formal definition. Therefore, the usability of
the APC is limited. This weakness also causes another shortcoming
of the APC: the information that was included in the code descrip-
tion but not reflected in the multi-axial architecture of the APC.
Thanks to the conducted definition and typological analysis, we
were able to identify this information. The hidden data can be
modeled explicitly by using formal definition. Providing a struc-
tured and formalized version of this information would enhance
the usability and usefulness of the catalog for different daily and
research applications. Another weakness of the APC was the
ambiguous procedural type axis, which provided few classes with
overlapping meanings. For example, the APC offered the procedu-
ral type classes ‘‘Therapy” and ‘‘Medical Treatment”. This means,
a medical procedure was either a therapeutic procedure or a med-
ical treatment. Nevertheless, in common sense, these classes were
overlapping, since a medical treatment is a sort of a therapy. With
the presented approach, also a clear categorization of procedure
types was identified.

For steps 2 and 3, we focused on an excerpt of the Austrian Pro-
cedure Catalogue – medical procedures that refer to the heart,
large vessels and the cardiovascular system. Since it was not our
intention to cover all codes of the APC but to come up with a sys-
tematic approach to formalize classification systems, we focused
on codes related to a complex system such as the cardiovascular
system. Nevertheless, given the nature of health care procedures
contained in the APC, no changes are expected in the abstracted
concepts as regards the coverage of further code descriptions.
The participation of the medical personnel throughout the analysis
tasks allowed us to evaluate the coverage of concepts, vocabulary
as well as the taxonomy in an iterative manner.

Since the Austrian Procedure Catalogue is an essential part of
the performance-oriented hospital financing system in Austria, it
was crucial to include all the information including codes and cod-
ing guidelines provided by the APC in the proposed ontology. How-
ever, the need to preserve original information (e.g. procedure
codes, axis codes), could limit the implementation of a proper
semantic structure for codes within the developed ontology, as
the APC procedure code does not contain all axes information
(anatomical site, procedural type, access). The main axes of the
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APC (anatomical site, procedural type, access) were confirmed by
the typological analysis. We were able to extend the APC core of
the ontology with important information, which can be used for
different purposes, e.g. to enhance semantic interoperability for
e-health applications or research purposes. Particularly the proce-
dural type was further subdivided to provide more detailed and
unambiguous information. Therefore, we adopted the procedural
type structure of the French Classification Commune des Actes
Médicaux. Other classifications, for example, the one provided by
the SNOMED CT, could have been useful but also too detailed for
a small classification system such as the APC. The CCAM turned
out to be a very elaborate standard in the course of our compara-
tive analysis.

Currently, we are conducting an assessment to determine the
usefulness of the catalog with the collaboration of clinical person-
nel of the APC ontology. For this, we have planned two different
assessment approaches: (1) semi-automated competency evalua-
tion and (2) a task-based user evaluation. Additionally, a compar-
ison of the APC ontology with SNOMED CT (structure of
procedure hierarchy) is planned to be carried out in order to eval-
uate the proposed ontology. The assessment will lead to a refine-
ment and curation of the ontology, constituting the fifth step of
the proposed methodology. For future improvement, we proposed
to extend the ontology with further codes referring to body struc-
tures other than the heart, large vessels and cardiovascular system.
The ontology also provides a framework for extending the content
of the Austrian Procedure Catalogue in order to cover more
procedures.
6. Conclusion

We conclude that the proposed four-step approach for formal-
izing the Austrian Procedure Catalogue provides a systematically
developed and strong framework to semantically enrich procedure
coding classifications. Although this methodology was designed to
address the particularities of the APC, the included methods are
based on generic analysis tasks. Therefore our methodology can
serve as a reference for the formalization of other classification sys-
tems. Additional steps or iterations can be incorporated if the com-
plexity of the classification system requires it and hence contribute
towards a universal alignment of such representation if desired.
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